
February 11, 2020 
 
Re: HB 2601 
 
Dear Education Committee Members, 
 
Our journey to vaccine truth started 5 years ago with my first pregnancy. 
We knew from very early on that we were not vaccinating (or only doing a few-which 
quickly turned into none) from just finding out about the aborted fetal cell lines. 
Ok fast forward to 28 weeks-I am RH- blood meaning they give you a shot called 
Rohgam to prevent miscarriage of other pregnancies if my blood would mix with an RH+ 
baby (this is VERY rare). I decided to receive this shot as its not a "vaccine" and I was 
still new to researching...So that is now out of my mind.... 
 
Fast forward again-Baby 1 is born full term at 5 lbs-healthy (or so we thought) 
It took a while for us to catch on to things because she was our first and did realize the 
delays she was having until she was 2.5. She had some slight delays noticed in a 
developmental screening and that is where it started- delays that lined up with vaccine 
injuries (sensory, stuck in ones own mind, social (but not articulating words)). At this 
post we have another sibling to compare-Her brother who is 19 mo after her is 
completely different and starting to pass her up in these areas. So then it dawned on us 
even in early development she was slightly delayed. Then baby sister is born 18 mo 
after brother and again a completely different kid and surpassing what Anastasia was 
doing at the younger ages. I kept thinking what happen? What did I do different with my 
first pregnancy? Then it HIT ME-Rohgam. That was the only thing that was different so 
me being me I started digging. The insert clearly states a new born or RH+ person 
should not receive this shot. My questions to then-How is it ok for a pregnant women 
with an unborn child to receive it and what will it do to that baby if baby is RH+? The 
answer is no one knows because there are no studies (like all vaccines). So the plot 
thickens- she was just diagnosed with a bleeding disorder (we are starting the process 
to a specialist at this point) and we caught it by these strange bloody noses she would 
get starting at 2, but finally convinced myself this year (2019) it was time to seek out if it 
was abnormal or not. I find it interesting that my daughter has a genetic bleeding 
disorder and Rohgam has literally everything to do with blood-I will be doing some more 
extensive research into this shot because I plan on requesting a medical exemption and 
reporting to VAERS. Exemptions are very important to me because I will never be able 
to prove anything and obtaining a medical will be very hard even though it should be 
easy at this point. I cannot imagine what vaccinating on the full schedule would do to 
her and to be honest if rohgam did that then vaccinating on the regular schedule would 
have probably killed her. FREEDOM is what this country was founded on and so so 
important. 
 
Sincerely a concerned parent and voter! 
Ellis, Kansas 


